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PREFACE

My

purpqse is to firmly

all men _ar.e _,human

p~ings

est~bli~h _ in

and

the ,minds of men

~ener~, .

ot deviation ,from the social _norm.,
the species.

iv

~e

t~at

no matter the degree
character:i,stic of

IN'X:aODU.CTIQN

The ideas .and theories . on the treatment of t.he criminal
elements in societies have - differed greatly, largely due to
the ignorance of the mass of the populations to the problems
involved... dealing with tb.eae

el,eme~ts ~d

This treatment in the United

Stat~s

their men tali ties.
takes on many faces,

running the gamut from social ostricizing to social death.
Not least ranked among these treatments is the punishment
by imprisonment in

~ · arbitrary

manner by socially accepted

butalmost totally inadequate means.
To safely and finally arrive at a .solution to the problem
of penitentiary

des~gn

we must begin at the time of the contact

between the social law enforcement .body and the criminal.
There must be an adequate and meaningful balance of "rights"
of the two parties to insure the safety and integrity of each,
from personal safety to .a "fair and speedy trial".
After the suspect has been apprehended he is -subjected
not only to the questioning by the law enforcement body involved
but he and his background are given cursory but fairly detailed
examinations by trained · and experienced professional field
workers.
If the evidence compiled against the accused is adequate
for a trial then he is arraigned immediately for a preliminary
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h~ari~g . o:t':· J~h~. ,

evidence.

if

e

subs~~:ti~l'

;~ :

pe;ri()d of. time in wh::i,ch to continue prepar-

ati0f!~ 1~ !Qr.. _Q.~.f~n~~' . l:>Y
reput~li>J..e "and .

I:Ie

~long.

private . or selected, and above all,

;iut_e rested defen9.ers.

:i.~- t~iedon

con:te . t~ou.!, .

J:Ie, is then given, if the evidence

th.e evidence alone.

His conviction must

th.ft:,·proving o;f.· bis .gp.il;f; by the .facts in the case

No plea cen.. be given for the person's sanity, or

lack of ::i,1;.
The findings of the . field and personal examinations of
the

acQl;lse~t a+e : , pe:ru.~ed b~

the trial· judge and the place of

internrnent .· is issued upon . Qonvietion.

This decision is

inf],.ue:nced py the afore-mentioned _cursory .examination.
-, . : ~h.~

idea. of placing the convicted offender will enable

the system to regulate or do away with the influx of the
criminally insane in the prisons.

He will be placed where he

may benefit most and be the ·:most beneficial.
The Federal penal system should be divided into regions
each established by demography, geography, and other factors
including the social norms peculiar to that region.

Each

region should contain one regional psychological .and physiological treatment center, one security detention center, and
one or more non-security detention centers.
As the convicted public offender enters the center he is
given a period of orientation and examination by permanent
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trained, and qualified people to determine his attitudes and
apti tudes•· . As · th~s adjustment period pregresses the offender
is

gently , and ~g~adually

phased into the center's social order.

The purpose of a penitentiary ideally is, as is the penal
code of the ..United States, to contain a person who has committed
a crime against his society and to aid him in his personal
rehabili tative __ process.
Rehabilitation of a social deviate is to bring that person
to recognize and accept first himself and then the social norms
for which he has according to society mistreated.
To perform this process the facility must contain many
units each with a separate and distinct function but with a
definite relationship between the parts.
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CONCEPT:
To completely develop an evaluation and rehabilitation
center, ,:the Iil.8.nY facets of design must be based on the following
premises:
That criminals are men and that they should be
treated accordingly;
That each unit within the facility must be
oriented not only to . its own functions directly;
but directly and indirectly to the functions
and physical design of the other units;
That the environment created should provide
excellent work-study-recreation conditions not
only for the inmates but for ·the administrative
personnel as well;
That the facility should be highly susceptible
to change and expansion;
That, aesthetically , and functionally, the design
must create in the perceiver an awareness of the
human scale and the: importance of the individual;
That the ideas of the individual and his being
are paramount but that group or social interaction
with the group is a unification of the whole
being;
That a controlled environment is desirable not
only to the administration but to the inmate;
That the design of the facility should be manifest
through the natural environment, site, climate,
soil conditions, and other natural phenomena.
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CLIENT
The Federal Bureau of Prisons

"BE_ IT ENACTED :by the- Senate and House of Representatives
~of

. the Un:i.ted ,States of America in Congress assembled.
That there is hereby established in the Department

of Justice a Bureau of Prisons***responsi ble f .o r the safekeeping, care, protection, instruction and discipline of
all persons charged with or convicted of offenses against
the United States***The control and management of said
_insti t-u,tion;:shall ..~ be __: vested in the ,Attorney General***
the _said institutions to be so planned and limited in
size as to facilitate the development of an integrated
Federal penal and correctional system which will assure
the proper classification and segregation of Federal
prisoners according to their character, the nature of
their crime, their mental condition and such other
factors as should be taken into consideration in
providing an individualized system of discipline, care
and treatment***"l

These acts approved by President Hoover, May 14 and May 27,
1930.
1

Bureau of Prisons, Thirty Years of Prison Progress
Washington, D.C., 1966, p. 1
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FINANCING

All·' ·financing for the Federal Prison System is by appropriati0n from Congress through the office of' the Attorney
General.
Congress, as well as the Attorney General, limits the
mon!ies ·into -eachbranch of' the Attorney General's office so
that appropriations are limited from the beginning.
There are approximately twenty-four thousand (24,000)
federal prisoners in local, state, and federal jails and
penitentiaries contained and "corrected" at a cost of' eighteen
thousand ( 18'; .000) dollars for a total of four hundred and
thirty million dollars per year.

This does not include the

costs of' internment and trial prior to conviction.
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SITE

~he

selection of the site for an evaluation and rehabili-

tation center is based upon the basic premise that there is a
definite need for such a facility, particularly if the United
States is divided into retions to accept these centers.
It is important that the institution be placed near a city
of substantial size which will insure quick and easy access to
necessary commodities for the operation of the facility.
The climate must not be severe but a notable change in
seasons is desirable, while the days of inclimate weather should
be at a minimum.
The site is twenty-six miles South and East of Lubbock,
Texas, in the Yellowhouse Canyon area.
It is easily accessible by rail (Santa Fe) and automobile
(Interstate Highway 84).
The terrain will provide opportunities for landscaping to
further complete the total concept while providing excellent
drainage conditions.
The sub-soil condition to be considered is of "caliche"
providing a fairly pliable but very substantial foundation.
No mechanical facilities exist on or adjacent to the site
but are easily accessible.

All facilities will be below grade

in a tunnel system for safety and ease of operation and maintenance.
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ORGANIZATION

The makeup of the organizational elements of the center
are in -the
The

te.cl,mica:i·· - ~d-·administrative

::t.~9hnic~l

areas.

department is primarily concerned with the

physical functioning .- of the various mechanical and electrical
systems controlling the operations of the center and is made
up of the following personnel:
Technical Supervisor
Maintenance Supervisor
Mechanical Superfisor
Electrical Supervisor.
The Administrative department is concerned with the
operation of the center from a more personal standpoint.

It

handles the relationships between the administration and the
inmates and comprises the following departments or personnel:
Warden
Assistant Warden
Inmate Representative (s)
Receptionist
Office of Security
General Office (which handles work from the
technical department as well as from
the administrative department.)
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SCOPE

The very name "Qualitative Evaluation and Rehabilitation
Center"'' decries t}'le nature and scope of the project.

However,

rehabilitation of the individual is not all that involved.
The study of •!the criminal mind", how to develop better ways
of controlling crime, and ways to improve the system are also
direct consequences and must constantly be maintained to enable
the system to operate.
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FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

All programs will be based on the following concepts:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

The needs of the administration
The needs of the inmates
Ideal conditions for work, study and
recreation
Security control
Flexibility and expansion
Freedom
Environment

The design of prisons is not new to the architectural
world, but a proper and beneficial design stemming from penological concepts throughout the years is new, and so far
hasn't been accomplished.

Only the most obvious considerations

in security and punishment have been considered.
Satisfaction of the mechanics of the functions and supposed
purposes of a prison seem to be uppermost in the designers'
minds.

Whereas the true purpose, aiding in the self-evaluation

and rehabilitation of persons to fit in their society with
dignity and pro4uctivity, is completely overlooked or given a
cursory examination.

Design of our present prisons exemplifies

these statements.
As in all of architecture the design must have some order
to satisfy the conceptual basis as well as the immediate functions of the facility.

A prison is no exception.

The following

list gives some requirements of the various functions within
a prison:
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.A.

Administrative department
1-. .Warden
2. Assistant Warden
3. Inmate representative
4. Rece'p tionist
· 5. Security
6. Technological Supervisor
7. General office and records
8. Lounge
9. Conference room
10. Toilets-men and women

B.

Technological facilities
1. Mechanical space and equipment
2. Engineering
3. Electrical space and equipment
4. Auxiliary emergency power supply
5. Storage

C.

Automotive maintenance
1. Stalls
2. Parts
3. Storage
4. Office

D.

Fire prevention equipment
1. Equipment storage-passive and active
2. Living facilities
J. Office

E.

Warehouse facilities
1. Warehouse and dock
2. Shipping and receiving
3. Storage
4. Carpentry
5. Upholstery
6. Miscellaneous repair

F.

Kitchen and dining facilities
1~
Administrative and inmate dining
2. Baking
3. Meat preparation and cooking
4. Vegetable preparation and cooKing
5. Meat storage and cutting
6. Vegetable storage
7. Perishable and non-perishable foods
8. Clean-up
9. Serving lines
10. Dock
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G.

Living facilities
1. Uni·ts
a. single units
b. three man units
c. four man units
2. Shower and wash rooms
3. Common area

H.

Psychological treatment facilities
1. Case workers' offices
2. Psychiatrists offices
3. Group therapy
4. Outdoor facilities
5. Receptionist and records
6. Rest rooms

I.

Physiological treatment facilities
1. Receptionist-secretary
2. Doctor's offices and examination
3. Dental offices
4. Pharmacy
5. Laboratory
6. Emergency
7. Convalescence ward
8. Recovery
9. Surgery
10. Sterilization
11. Washroom
12. Classrooms
13. Dental care
14. Storage
15. Toilets

J.

Religious facilities
1. Chapel
2. Offices ·; three denominations
3. Confessional booth
4. Robe room and dressing

K.

Academic educational facilities
1. Director
2. Secretary
3. two offices
4. Waiting room
5. Conference
6. Toilet
7. Lounge
8. Academic classrooms
9. Art

~0.

ll.
.12 •

. Science
Multi-purpose space
Library

.L..

Vocational educational facilities
1. Mechanics
2. Printing
3. Electronics
4. Computer repair and operation
5. Drafting
6. Classrooms
1. Offices
8. Toilets
9. Shower and locker rooms
10. Storage

M.

Indoor recreation facilities
1. Passive
a. pool and ping-pong
b. table games
c. lounge-indoor, outdoor
d. equipment storage and repair
2. Active
a. gymnasium
b. bowling lanes
c. handball
d. stage area
e. equipment storage
f. office
g. equipment repair
h. toilets, showers, lockers

N.

Outdoor recreation facilities
1. Shuffleboard
2. Handball
3. Softball and baseball
4. Football
5. Track and field

0.

Conjugal living facilities
1. Living area
2. Dining
3. Kitchen
4. Mechanical equipment
5. Bedroom
6. Bathroom
7. Balcony
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The features such as oil and water storage, fences,
observation towers, remote controlled gates, and closed
circuit :.t ·e:l evision are essential to the design and are .
included in maintenance and security facilities.
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MECHANICAL SERVICES

Steam:
Steam is required at pressure for the following purposes:

A.

B.

c.

Heating calorifiers
Hot water calorifiers
Sterilization

30-50 psi
30-50 psi
30 psi

The steam will be brought in at pressures of 80-100 psi
and will be reduced by valves.

Distribution lines will be

planned for expansion·. and will be insulated and well drained;
joints will be flanged.
The bottoms of all steam mains will be drained to handle
condensation.
Water:
Cold water is required for the following purposes:
A.
B.
C.

Lavatories and similar installations
Hot water supply
Freezing units

Cold water will be stored in one 500,000 gallon .tank and
one elevated 250,000 gallon tank adjacent to the mechanical
facilities and will be fed by the Slaton, Texas, water system.
Hot water will be handled by recirculating lines designed
for· easy flexibility, expansion, and maintenance.
Ventilation and air conditioning:
Refrigerated air conditioning will be used only in the
administrative facilities and psychological and physiological

16.

treatment units,

each facility will have its own separate

~4

system.
Coo~ing

of the other facilities will be handled by a

central fresh air ventilating system which pushes fresh air to
each of the units.

The system will be a direct, single duct,

low velocity system.
Oil and gas:
The city of Slaton, Texas, will supply the gas and oil
to the center.
Demineralized water:
Water will be demineralized to enable pipes, boilers,
and fittings to resist clogging and deterioration.

The

demineralization unit will be operated, as will the boilers,
by oil and will be located in the mechanical facilities.
Sewage and disposal of solid waste:
Sewage will be handled partially by the city of Slaton
system and partially by waste fields at the center.

Solid

waste materials will be disposed of by the city of Slaton.
Fire alarms, extinguishing equipment and safety:
Fire alarms will be automatic, sounding in the security
section, the fire equipment facilities, and in the unit directly
involved in the fire.
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Fire extinguishing equlpment · will consist of strategically
placed ceiling mountings on dry stand, pipes, hand operated
foam units, and fire fighting equipment from the center, Slaton,
and surrounding towns.
Electrical services:
Electrical

facii~ties : .. will

consist · of three-" phase ·power

forlarge . equipment and single.... phase A.C. supply for general use.
Primary .., service . will be directly from Lubbock, Texas,
secondBJ1'Y service ~ will ·, o originate from ;Post, Texas-, and an auxiliary: emergency power station·; · consisting. of gas operated
generatorsj at the

center · ~. will

:provide emergency power.
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COST ANALYSIS
The projected cost of the Federal Qualitative Evaluation
and Rehabilitation Center will be approximately twenty-three
(23) dollars per square foot.

At a total of 157,300 square

feet the initial cost will be about $3,517,900.
The cost will depend upon the quality and degree of
equipment, the standard of finishing, and the original amount
of initial construction.
The initial cost will include site development and landscaping, all building costs, mechanical and electrical equipment
and services, furniture, and other equipment.
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PROJECTED OPERATIONAL COSTS
The cost of operation of a center of this nature is
considered to be approximately $18,000 per inmate per year.
At a capacity of four hundred (400) the total cost per year
wou~d

be approximately $720,000.
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CONCLUSION
A great demand is upon the architectural world to
physically promote the theories and ideals of present-day
penological thought.

Thus far, no new architectural innova-

tions have been put forth to improve and better a system of
rehabilitation.

The ideas of rehabilit a tion are being put

into use slowly and spasmodically, but architecturally the
system has failed totally.

There is no excuse!

The job of aiding a man in his own rehabilitation is a
delicate balance of his involvement in his mental and physical
environment.

He must be treated as a human being and he must

live as a human being, not as a caged animal.

This is the

fundamental requirement for a successful fulfilling of the
theories and ideals of a Qualitative Evaluation and Rehabilitation Center which I have attempted to fulfill.
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